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REPORT Oil THE
dEOLOQICAL SURVEYS

THE PRWSRTY
HSW

The property covered in the survey comprises six claim numbered 

8-62667 to 8-62672 inclusive. The exact location of the olaia group is the 

south half of lot l and the south quarter of lot 2, concession IV Qrahan Town 

ship. The property totals 240 acres in extent. The town of Sudbury is situated 

SOM ten miles to the northeast. The Creighton Mine, the largest single nickel 

producer in the Sudbury area, is three Miles to the north.

The property is readily accessible from the Sudbury-Sault Ste. 

Marie highway which passes approxinately one-quarter nile south of its south 

boundary.

Topographical relief is extreno. The southern portions of the 

property comprise high rooky outoropi bounded by shear faces trending in an 

easterly to northeasterly direction. Toward the north of the property, the 

terrain drops along a northeasterly trending ridge into a low flat valley. 

The change in elevation alone; this feature is estimated to be in exoesi of 

200 feet and is indicated as an easterly trending fault on Map 292A "Copper 

Cliff Sheet", published by the Department of llines and Resources, Mines and 

Geology Branch in 1938.

Only a snail portion of the property is swamp covered and these 

areas are almost dry. The balance of the acreage consists of at least fifty 

percent outcrop.

F'k.
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The general geology of the area li shown on Map 2B2A "Copper Cliff 

Sheet", referred to abore* The soale of this nap is l Inoh equals l Mile* The 

work reoently completed on this property has been carried out on a soale of 

l inch equals 100 feet and subsequently reduced to l inch equals 200 feet on 

the final surface plan. Consequently the accompanying plan shows the geology 

of the company's property in greater detail than pre-existing naps*

The consolidated rooks found on the property are of Pre-Cambrian 

age* The claim group is underlain by formations of the Sudbury and Keewatin 

Series, more fully described as follows.

TABLE OF PORkATIOHS

Sudbury Series

- Possibly arkose, having a Kaolin like odor but under a micro 
scope haying the texture of coarse greywacke. There is some 
suggestion that this series nay be, in part, a phase of the 
pink rhyolites bounding it to the north.

- Greywacke. This series is, in places, interbedded with 
numerous snail bunds of agglomerate t The greywacke* are 
generally lightly carbonated and serpentiniied throughout* 
The serpentinication becomes nore apparent on the westerly 
portions of the property, namely, claims S-62671 and 62672 
where in places it is quite intense* Approximately sixty 
percent of the property is underlain by this series.

Keewatin Series

Tuffs. A band of tuffs is exposed on the property trending 
across the northerly parts of olaims 8-62668 and 62669, in 
an easterly direction* It is bounded on the north by arkose 
and pink rhyolite and on the south by greywacke* This 
formation is generally well bedded and in places Tery sheared. 
Little or no mineralisation was observed.

Agglomerate formations found on the property appesr in 
nunberous areas, interbedded with the greywaokes* These 
volcanics possibly remnants of the Keewatin series, are 
generally of short extent and range up to six to ten feet 
in thickness but are frequently much narrower. On the 
accompanying plan, the larger areas indicated as agglomerate
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are those area* where, although greywacke It present, agglomer 
ates predominate by greater than fifty percent. The agglomer 
ates are generally sheared throughout but In places the 
shearing becomes intense and occasionally shear tones composed 
principally of "paper schist" were obserred orer widths of up 
to eight feet* The agglomerates are lightly mineralised 
throughout with fine pyrite and a trace of chalcopyrite*

Pink weathered rhyolites are exposed along the northern 
boundary of claims 8-62568 and 62669* The rhyolites where 
obserred are massive and unmlneralised.

UAONBTIO ANOUALIKS

The magnetic surrey failed to locate within the assumed property 

limits any continuous strong magnetic anonalies* Zn six instances on claims 

8-82571 and 62672, small anonalies of higher than average intensity were 

indicated* Four of these appeared where the Instrument was set up on bedrock* 

The cause of the higher magnetic intensity in these instances could be 

determined as being due to sulphide and magnetite mineral!tation in an under 

lying shear tone. Howovor, in all four oases the extent of both the shear and 

the minerail tailon w&s too small to be considered of economic importance.

STRUCTURAL FEATURES

A study of the magnetic contours does not lead to the division 

of the property into geological formations, nor did it indicate structural 

features not outlined by the geological survey.

Two faults having some bearing on the rook formations on the 

property are shown by geological and topographical features* The first of 

these, a major regional structure, passes some few hundred feet north of the 

north boundary of the property. It is evidenced by a very deep valley whose 

floor is some 260 to 800 feet below the surrounding terrain. This valley, 

whose strike appears to be approximately H-700-B attains a width of several
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hundred feet. A second fault of lesser extent, striking sone V-62O-B across 

claims 8-62668 and 9-02559, if projected farther to the northeast would meet 

the first fault s cue 700 feet north of the number l post of olaia 3-62568*

Bedding planes In the greywacke and tuff formations are well 

described striking from M-650-B to H-700-B. All formations with the exception 

of the arkose and pink weathered rhyolite* are lightly sheared throughout* 

The strike of this schistosity varies fron H-560-B to east over most of the 

property. However to the southeast on claim 8-62567, the direction of the 

schistosity bends to the southward and on many outcrops in the area several 

strike directions of B-600-B were obtained*

Secondary structures consisting of tones of intense shearing and 

fracturing are present throughout the greywacke and agglomerate areas. The 

shears strike in a general direction of northeast to east and attain widths of 

up to ten to twenty feet in plaoes. The Majority of such tones observed were 

included within the confines of the agglomerates interbedded with greywacke* 

Intense action has lead to the development of paper sohist in several cases* 

As to length, these shear zonos are of limited extent being out off either 

end by numerous fractures striking from northwest to northeast. The average 

length of the shear tones exposed on the property is something less than 100 

feet.

MIITBRALIZATIOM

The greywacke* are slightly mineralised throughout with fine dis 

seminations of pale pyrite and a traoe of chalcopyrite* The interbedded ag 

glomerates associated with the greywackes contain a moderate amount of similar 

mineralisation.

The most abundant sulphide mineralisation observed in the survey 

is present within the sohist tones in the agglomerate formations* These

:
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exposures oxwsurfaoe are extrenely rusty and only a small amount of fresh

mineral was obtainable* The mineralisation is composed of pyrite, ooarser 

than previously mentioned, and lesser amounts of pyrrhotite, magnetite, chalco 

pyrite and disseminated biotite mica. Uuoh of the surface rust along the shear 

tones is probably due to this latter mineral constituent*

The strongest mineralised shear outcrops three hundred feet south 

of the south boundary of the claim group at 6560 TTest* Where exposed, this 

 one has an indicated width of eight feet and contains pyrite, pyrrhotite, 

and chalcopyrite. The strike of the tone is H-7SO-77O-B and the dip steeply 

north. Projected along its strike this tone should enter the property along 

its assumed south boundary at approximately 4500 feet west* A continuation 

of this projection to the northeast into the property would include the small 

anomaly representing a mineralized shear at co-ordinates 1200 South and 3900 

West*

CONCLUSIONS AMD RgCOWKKTiATIOlG

Proa observations made during the surveys, only the western portion 

of the property, including olains S-62671 and S-G2672 appear to merit further 

investigation, While nothing of commercial nature has boon found here, at 

least one mineralised shear zone appears to have sufficient site and continuity 

to warrant an additional expenditure.

The claims are situated in a surveyed township* Thus the factor 

governing the property boundaries are those based on the land survey of 

concession and lot linea rather than on claim post locations* Therefore, it 

cannot be definitely determined at this time the exact location of the miner- 

allied shear to the south of claim 8-62672. The original land survey was 

oondueted many years ago and no evidence of survey lines could be determined
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in the field and it is possible that the outorop of this sulphide body eoald 

be oloser or further away from the property boundary than indicated on the
*- '

accompanying plan*

Further investigation of the property should follow the procedure 

outlined belowi

l* Carry out a land survey of claim 6-62571 and 8-62672.

2. A limited program of surface work to expose the sulphide shear 

for stapling purposes.

S. Sample and assay the sulphide shear where it is found on the 

company's acreage.

4. Should assays warrant additional expenditures, diamond 

drilling would then be in order. The indicated steep northerly dip of the

 hear nir.ht bring the present known length of the tone within the company's 

property boundaries at depth.

Respectfully submittod,

Frederick C. Knight, B.So.,P*Eng.

Toronto, Ontario 
December 16, 1952
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Base Line and Picket Lines

? The Bain base line was oojeaenoed at a point on the assumed boundary 

between Graham and Haters Townships, 1S20 feet north of post Ho. 2 of claim 

8-62567. When the claims were staked earlier in 1952, this post was tied into 

the highway and railroad to the south and is astuned to be reasonably correct 

as to location. The location of the township line wao determined by alignments 

of known features along the highway which could be sighted fro* the high 

outcrop areas along the township boundary* The base line was out west 

(astronomic) from the selected point, for a distance of 5300 feet.

Picket lines were turned off at right angles to the base line at 

intervals of 400 feot* Those picket lines were out either south or both north 

and south for distances of 1320 feet to include the required acreage* 

Numbered pickets were placed at chained intervals of 100 feet on all lines* 

The distances between the ond of the picket lines were chained in along the 

north and south boundaries to provide additional aoouraoy in plotting field 

data* 

Magnetometer Surrey

Length of lines out ---.---.--.- 40920 feet 

Number of survey stations established - - - - 380 

The survey was conducted with a Sharpe Dl-M type magnetometer 

Measuring the variations of the vertical component of the earth's magnetic 

field* The coil constant equals 26,1 gammas per milliamp. In order to 

minimile the errors due to diurnal magnetic variations, check readings were 

made at hourly intervals at a magnetic base station selected each day. A 

base station for correcting daily variations was established at the junction 

of the main SudburySault Ste. Uarie highway and the road to the Haughton 

Post Office * some 1000 feet south of the property., , ::-v.t
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JLPFPCDIX XI

SUMMARY OP ASSESSMENT WORK

; * Equivalent 8 hr.
Claim lo* Man Day* - Geological
......j;. ____Survey^^^^^

8-62667 29
8*62668 29
8-62669 29
8-62870 29
8-62671 29
8-62672 29

Totals 174

Equivalent 8 hr* Total
Man Days - Oeophysioal Day*
____Survey___mrrt __^

26 64
26 64
25 64
26 64
25 64
26 64

160 524

Lint Cutting it Chaining

E* Levin ft H .V.Barry - Sudbury, Ontario, Contract or i - party of
5 nen 

Period - Got. 20 to Kor. 8 inclusive, 1962.

Geological Survey - Field Work

P. C. Knight - Suite 1405 - 350 Bay St., Toronto, Ontario

Period - Nov. 4 to 17th inclusive, 1952 

Oeophysioal Survey - Field Work

fin. Quinn - Suite 1405 ~ 550 Bay St., Toronto, Ontario

Period - Nov. 10 - 16th inclusive, 1952.

Instrument - Sharpe Dl-M Magnetometer - Coil Constant 26.1
gamuts per aillianp

Caloulati ons

Ita. Quinn - Suite 1406 - 550 Bay St., Toronto, Ontario 

Draughting Interpretations, Reports, eto* 

P. 0. Knight) 

L* R* Slnard

i
) Suite 1406 - 550 Bay St** Toronto, Ontario
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SUMMARY OF ASSESSMCTT BOHC (Continued)

BREMCDOKK

Lint Cutting A Chaining

Man 
Days

Hrs./ total 
Brs. x Factor

24 10 840 4 

Geological Surrey (field work) 

14 9 126 4 

Geophysical Survey (field work) 

9 10 90 4 

Geophysical Caloulations

SO 4

Draughting, Interpretation, Reports, eto*

162 4

Total Rri. 
x Factor

960

604

860

120

646

Equiralent 8 hr. 
Man days

120

65

45

16

61

Total 

This work has bean apportioned as followgi

524

Geological Geophysical
Surrey Surrey

Line Cutting 
Geological Field ffork 
Geophysical Field TTork 
Geophysical Caloulations 
Draughting, Interpretations 

Reports, etc.

On per claim basis -

Geological Survey 29 
Oeophysioal Survey 86

Total

60
65

51
174

60

45
16

50
160

120
65
46
16

81
524

Total per claim 64
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